British History in depth: Britain, the Commonwealth and the End of Empire - Logo of the BBC 17.02.2011 · Thus British Indian history in the 19th century is often divided into two halves, separated by the great watershed of 1857: an age of ill-considered reform, followed by an age of iron conservatism


BBC - History: Civil War and Revolution - Logo of the BBC 17.02.2011 · British anti-slavery was one of the most important reform movements of the 19th century. But its history is not without ironies. During the course of …

British History in depth: Zulu: The True Story - Logo of the BBC 17.02.2011 · British History Timeline. Explore the British History Timeline from the Neolithic to the present day; World War One Centenary. Find out more …

History - British History in depth: British India and the ‘Great Rebellion’ - Logo of the BBC Overview: Civil War and Revolution, 1603 - 1714. The Stuart dynasty spanned one of the most tumultuous periods in British history - years of civil war, assassination attempts, usurpations